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PECULIARITIES IN MULTICHANNEL INTERACTIONAMPLITUDES FOR MESON�MESON SCATTERINGAND SCALAR MESON SPECTROSCOPY �R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niakHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Polandand B. LoiseauLPNHE/LPTPE Université P. et M. Curie4, Plae Jussieu, 75252 Paris CEDEX 05, Frane(Reeived June 29, 2000)Interations in oupled hannels ��, K �K and an e�etive 2�2� insalar�isosalar wave have been analysed. In�uene of interhannel ou-plings on analytial struture of multihannel interation amplitudes hasbeen studied. Interplay of S-matrix zeroes and poles and their relationwith parameters of salar resonanes has been investigated.PACS numbers: 11.80.Gw, 13.60.Le, 13.75.Lb, 14.40.CsStruture and dynamis of salar mesons is still not lear and is a subjetof many theoretial and experimental e�orts [1℄. Their multihannel deaysand possible interferene with glueball states below 2 GeV make results ofanalyses very model-dependent. In our model we use separable potentials[2, 3℄ for three oupled hannels: �� , KK and �� (an e�etive 2�2�) inS-wave with isospin 0. We also do not assume the existene of any salarmesons before �tting experimental data. As experimental data for the �+��interations we use �down-�at� and �up-�at� solutions of [4℄ in the e�etivetwo-pion mass m�� range from 600 MeV to 1600 MeV. Below 600 MeV weuse the �� data desribed in [2℄ and the KK hannel data of [5℄.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2467)



2468 R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, B. LoiseauWe solve a system of three Lippmann�Shwinger oupled equations and�nd the Jost funtions D(k1; k2; k3). Then we onstrut S-matrix elementsand express them in terms of phase shifts and inelastiities whih we �t toavailable experimental data. In this way we determine 14 free parametersof our model, �nding two solutions to the �up-�at� data and four solutionsto the �down-�at� data. We obtain �2 values smaller than 116 for 102points. An example of the energy dependene of the �� phase shifts andinelastiities for one of our solutions is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Energy dependene of a) �� phase shifts and b) �� inelastiity for thesolution B of [2℄. Experimental data above m�� = 600 MeV orrespond to the�down-�at� solution from [4℄.In order to investigate a role played by the interhannel interations inthe salar meson dynamis we �rst study the analytial struture of theS-matrix elements in the fully deoupled ase where all the interhannelouplings are equal to zero. In suh a ase one an reognize in whihhannel partiular poles are reated. When the interhannel ouplings areswithed on, all the poles hange positions and split into 2n�1 (n is the



Peuliarities in Multihannel Interation Amplitudes for . . . 2469number of hannels) poles lying on di�erent sheets labeled by the signs ofthe imaginary parts of the omplex momenta in various hannels. Both in thefully deoupled and in the oupled ases all the diagonal S-matrix elementsan be expressed as ratios of two Jost funtions. The denominators of thesematrix elements are the same but their numerators are di�erent. Thereforethe positions of poles are ommon for all the S-matrix elements but thepositions of zeroes depend on the hosen hannel. Only poles and zeroeswhih lie lose enough to the physial region have a signi�ant in�uene onthe experimental phase shifts and inelastiities. We then study poles andzeroes nearby the physial regions and relate salar resonanes to them.In Fig. 2 we show shemati positions of some poles and zeroes of theS��-matrix element on various planes of omplex momenta. However, not allthe poles and zeroes are equally important. One an see that below the KK

Fig. 2. Complex momentum planes with shemati positions of the S�� zeroes(empty symbols) and poles (full symbols). Sheet positions are given on the k�plane. For a larity positions of the symmetri poles and zeroes with respet tothe imaginary axes are not plotted. Double lines denote physial regions in thepartiular hannels.threshold only a pole on sheet (�++) and a zero on sheet (+++) lie nearphysial region in all the omplex momenta planes. Therefore, they play themost important role in that region and an be related to resonanes f0(500)(or �) and f0(980). The seond resonane is still interpreted either as anordinary q�q state or as a KK quasi-bound state. It was already pointed outin [2℄ that the nature of f0(980) an be investigated by wathing positions ofthe poles while the interhannel ouplings go to zero. In two of our solutionswe �nd that in the fully deoupled ase the f0(980) poles are loated onthe positive part of imaginary kK axis forming the KK bound state. Intwo other solutions the orresponding poles lie below the real kK axis thus



2470 R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, B. Loiseauexhibiting the ordinary resonane nature of f0(980). In order to resolve thisambiguity one needs, however, new and very preise experimental data onthe KK interation amplitudes near threshold.Near the �� threshold we �nd four poles but in Table I only two of themare listed. The two poles on sheets (� � �) and (� �+) play a dominantrole in the �� hannel. Di�erent positions of those poles may lead totheir interpretation as two distint resonanes (with di�erent masses, widths,branhing ratios et.). We know, however, that in three of our solutions theyome from the �bare� �� resonane whih splits into four states due to theinterhannel ouplings. In one ase, namely in the solution B [2℄, two polesnear 1400 MeV have their origin in the �� hannel and the other two in the�� hannel. Sine the masses of resonanes determined by positions of thepoles are similar, in Table I we use one ommon name for them: f0(1400).Note that our two f0(1400) poles an be ompared to the wide f0(1370) andthe narrow f0(1500) listed in [1℄. TABLE IAverage masses and widths of resonanes f0(500), f0(980) and f0(1400) found inour solutions A, B, E and F [2℄ (�ts to �down-�at� data sets). Errors represent themaximum departure from the average.Resonane Mass (MeV) Width (MeV) Sheetf0(500) or � 523� 12 518 � 14 �++f0(980) 991 � 3 71� 14 �++1406 � 19 160 � 12 ���f0(1400) 1447 � 27 108 � 46 ��+Other properties of resonanes listed in Table I (e.g. branhing ratios)together with a disussion of the limited appliability of the Breit�Wignerapproah an be found in our paper [2℄.REFERENCES[1℄ Partile Data Group, C. Caso et al., Eur. Phys. J. C3, 1 (1998).[2℄ R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, B. Loiseau, Eur. Phys. J. C9, 141 (1999).[3℄ L. Le±niak, Ata. Phys. Pol. B27, 1835 (1996).[4℄ R. Kami«ski, L. Le±niak, K. Rybiki, Z. Phys. C74, 79 (1997).[5℄ D. Cohen et al., Phys. Rev. D22, 2595 (1980).


